BILBAO
climbing the Cordillera. From the top there was a view
which extended to the opening of the Bilbao estuaiy to
the north, but not revealing Bilbao
I had to wait several days for a sight of the Basque
capital. Straight in front of us were the Urusti hills and
Castelumendi, the "Iron Belt" itself. From the Colonel's
command post, a small redan of sandbags, perched on the
highest crag of the Cordillera, I could look down through
his double prismatic periscope straight at the works of the
"Iron Belt/' They were plainly recognisable and easy
targets for the artillery which was even at that moment
battering away at them. The Colonel pointed them out,
and I picked them up without hesitation. There was a
line of blockhouses, clumsily covered with green branches,
there a semi-circular machine-gun nest, there a series of
V trenches, and there a main line of resistance. Squad-
rons of bombing planes were flying in line overhead,
turning and coming down the front of the Red position,
dropping their huge bombs in an orderly procession.
They were so close that one could see the bombs, great
shining silver exclamation marks, oscillate as they fell
through the air. "Much too close for comfort," a staff
officer grumbled, and he pointed to several stiff figures,
wrapped in blankets, lying in a shell-hole near us.
"Good fellows, those; killed this morning by our own
planes."
Strange, but in the clear Spanish sky it was often
possible to watch the flight not only of air bombs but also
of shells. Heavy shells from the big howitzers were
clearly visible, but the most amusing of all to watch were
the pennated shells from the three-inch trench mortars.
These had an extremely high angle of flight, and it was
interesting to watch them go upwards like silvery birds,
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